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1. INTRODUCTION 
Perhaps the most significant difference between the theories of torsion 
and torsion-free abelian groups is the large number of splitting results in 
the former, and the lack of such in the latter. Forinstance, Szele’s theorem 
[F, Vol. 1, Proposition 27.11 has no obvious equivalent i  the theory of 
torsion-free abelian groups, although itis one of the widely used results in 
the discussion of torsion a d mixed groups: Let B g QJI Z/p’7 be a sub- 
group of an abelian group G. Then B is a direct summand of G if and only 
if B np”G = 0. The author was able to extend Szele’s theorem to valuated 
p-groups in[A2, Satz 6.81 using methods similar to those which proved 
useful inthe discussion of Baer’s lemma in [AL], [A3], [A4]. 
It is the goal of this paper to prove aresult which can be considered the
equivalent of Szele’s theorem in the quasi-category of torsion-free abelian 
groups. Before w can describe thresult, i  is necessary to introduce some 
notation. We consider an abelian group A. The class ofA-projective groups 
of finite A-rank is obtained byclosing {A} with respect todirect sum- 
mands and finite direct sums. If G is an abelian group, then the A-radical 
of G, which is denoted by R,(G), is R,(G) = n {ker 41 #E Hom(G, A)). 
Finally, consider modules B and C over a ring R. A homomorphism 
~1: B + C quasi-splits if here are a non-zero integer n and a map 
/3~Hom,(C, B)with /?cr=n.id,, where id, denotes the identity mapon B. 
If the additive group of B is torsion-free, th n a quasi-splitting 
homomorphism isone-to-one [Jl, 52, Re]. 
We say that an abelian group A has the radical-splitting property ifevery 
exact sequence 0 + PA G of torsion-free abelian groups, inwhich P
is a quasi-summand of an A-projective group of finite A-rank and 
u(P) n R,(G) = 0, quasi-splits. Szele’s original result guarantees the 
splitting of the sequence inthe case in which A z Z/p’7 for some n < w. 
Moreover, ifA z Z/p”Z, then R,(G) = p”G. Theorem 3.1 of this paper 
establishes t atevery strongly indecomposable group of finite rank has the 
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radical-splitting property. Theradical-splitting property is aspecial case of 
the Szele-property: An abelian group A has the latter p operty ifevery 
exact sequence 0 + P -5 F in which P and F are isomorphic to quasi- 
summands of A-projective groups of finite A-rank quasi-splits. 
In [Al, Theorem 7.31, itwas shown that atorsion-free groupA of finite 
rank has the Szele-property if every proper left ideal of the quasi- 
endomorphism ring of A, which is denoted byQE(,4), has a non-zero ight 
annihilator. Theorem 2.3 removes the finite rank condition from [Al, 
Theorem 7.31 and shows that its ideal condition on Q,?(A) is equivalent to 
A having the Szele- and an additional weak flatness property. Corollary 4.2
shows that his flatness condition s not implies bythe Szele-property. 
Section 3 gives a description of the structure of the torsion-free groups of 
finite rank which ave the Szele-property (Theorem 3.1). Moreover, the 
same result yields the quivalence of the radical- ndthe Szele-property fo  
these groups. Several examples can be found in Section 4 which put the 
quasi-splitting results of this paper in relation with those of [Al], [A6]. 
The results of this paper continue the work of [AG], in which we con- 
sidered the splitting of pure-exact sequences 0 + P -5 F such that P and F 
are A-projective of finite A-rank. We said that atorsion-free groupA has 
the dual-Baer-splitting property ifevery such pure-exact sequence splits. We 
chose to consider these sequences in view of Baer’s result in[B] that a
pure subgroup ofa homogeneous completely decomposable ab lian group 
of finite rank is a direct summand [IF, Lemma 86.83. However, wewere not 
able to obtain results nearly as satisfactory as Theorems 2.3 and 3.1. 
Moreover, wefound an example of a torsion-free abelian group A of finite 
rank which as the dual-Baer-splitting property but admits a pure-exact 
sequence 0 + A 4 G with LX(A) n R,(G) =0 which did not split [AG, 
Theorem 3.1, Example 3.41, although itwas quasi-splitting. In v ew ofthis 
fact, he referee of [AG] raised the problem whether anexample could be 
given using the same group A such that 0-+ A S, G does not quasi-split. 
The results ofthis paper give a negative answer to this question 
(Example 4.5). Furthermore, we give an example of a group A which as 
the dual-Baer-splitting property, butnot the Szele-property. 
We use the standard notation and terminology which were introduced in 
[F], [Ar]. The symbols A and G denote quasi-isomorphism and quasi- 
equality, respectively. Finally, the ndomorphism ring of an abelian group 
A is denoted byE(A); and all maps are written o the left. 
2. THE SZELE-PROPERTY 
In the first part of this ection, we introduce some of the tools we use 
throughout this paper. We consider anabelian group A and define an
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adjoint pair (HA, r,) of functors between the category &b of abelian 
groups and the category &E(A) of right E(A)-modules. 
Given an abelian group G, the group H,(G) =Hom(A, G) carries a 
natural right E(A)-module structure which is induced by composition 
of maps. Conversely, since A has a natural left E(A)-module structure, 
TAMI = MOE(,) A is an abelian group for all ME &ZEcAJ. The Adjoint- 
Functor-Theorem [Ro, Theorem 2.1 l] yields the existence of natural 
maps 0,: T, H,(G) + G and dM: M -+ H, TA(M) which are defined by
O,(crOa)=cc(a) nd [d,(m)](a)=m@a for all UEH,(G), msM, and 
SEA. A slight modification of [AL, Theorem 1.11 along the lines of[AM] 
shows that 0, and tiM are isomorphisms if G is A-projective of finite 
A-rank, and M is a finitely generated projective r ght E(A)-module. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a torsion-free ab lian group. 
(a) The functors H, and TA preserve quasi-isomorphisms and quasi- 
splitting homomorphisms. 
(b) If B and G are abelian groups uch that B is a quasi-summand of 
G, and 0, is a quasi-isomorphism, then 0 is a quasi-isomorphism too, 
Proof Part (a) is obvious. 
(b) Choose a non-zero integer n and maps a E Hom(B, G) and 
z E Hom(G, B) such that za = n. id,. Furthermore, there exist a non-zero 
integer m and 6 E Hom(G, T, H,(G)) with Q,6 =m .id, and 6e6 = 
m .id TAHA(G)’ We consider the commutative diagram 
T/iHa(B) +&+ T,H,(G) 
I 
A 
err 
Ii 
ec 6 
B, a * G 
Define a: B + TA H,(B) by c1= TA HA(~) 6a. Diagram chasing yields 
e8a = (mn) *id, and a@,= (mn) .idTAHAcB) by (a). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a ring and 
be a commutative diagram of right R-modules such that vand p are quasi- 
isomorphisms. If aquasi-splits, so does /I. 
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Proof: Choose non-zero integers n and m and maps 0 E Hom,(K, M) 
and z~Hom,(L, N) with crv = n .id,, VU =n .id,, rp = m .idN, and 
pr = m *id,. The equation per =/Iv yields aa(m .idK) = (m .idN) aa= 
zpao = rflvo = zfl(n +idK) = (n .idNr)P. Let G’ = (m .id,)a = a(m .idK) and 
r’ = (n .id,)z. We have ao’ = z’fi and vrr’ = v(m .id,)a = (m .id,)vo = 
(m . n) .id,. Since a quasi-splits, therexist a non-zero integer k and 
y E Hom.(N, M) with ya = k .id,. Let 6‘= VYT’. We obtain @I = vyz’fi = 
vyao’ =v(k . id,)o’ = (k . id,)va’ = (k . m . n) . id,. This hows that pquasi- 
splits. 
After these preliminary results, we now characterize the torsion- 
free abelian groups which satisfy the annihilator c ndition f[Al, 
Theorem 7.31. In the proof of the next result, we make use of [Ba, 
Theorem 5.41. For the convenience of the reader, weinclude the part of 
Bass’ results used here: Every proper left ideal of a ring R has a non-zero 
right annihilator if and only if every finitely related right R-module of 
projective d m nsion atmost 1 is projective. 
THEOREM 2.3. The following conditions areequivalent fora torsion-free 
abelian group A: 
(a) Every finitely generated proper left ideal of QE(A) has a non-zero 
right annihilator. 
(b)(i) A has the Szele-property. 
(ii) Tor&,,(M, A)= 0 for all finitely related right E(A)-modules M 
which ave projective dimension atmost 1. 
Proof: (a)+(b): To verify (b)(i), consider an exact sequence 
0 + P -% F in which P and F are torsion-free quasi-summands of A-projec- 
tive groups of finite A-rank. Since F is torsion-free, there xist n <o and a 
monomorphism /I: F--f A”. The monomorphism Pa induces the exact 
sequence 0 + H,(P) H”(Ba) ) H,(A”) + M -P 0 of right E(A)-module. W  
tensor with Q to obtain a short exact sequence 0 + Q@z H,(P) --* 
Q 0, H,(A”) + Q 0, M + 0 of right QE(A)-modules, in which 
Q @z H,(A”) is finitely generated an free. 
We now consider Q @z HA(P). By our assumption, P isisomorphic to 
a quasi-summand of A” for some m < o. Because ofLemma 2.1 (a), H,(P) 
is isomorphic to an E(A)-quasi-summand of H,(A”). Hence Q@z H,(P) 
is isomorphic to a direct summand of the free &E(A)-module 
Q 6JZ H,(A”). In particular, Q 0, H,(P) is a finitely generated, projective 
right &E(A)-module. By [Ba, Theorem 5.41, condition (a)implies that 
Q 0, M is a projective &E(A)-module. W  can therefore find a QE(A)- 
module homomorphism 6: Q @z H,(A”) --t Q Bz H,(P) which splits 
Q 6% HAPa). 
481/144/2-6 
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Since H,(A”) is a finitely generated E(A)-module, there is a non- 
zero integer k such that kc5(HA(A”)) c H,(P). Thus, k6: N,(A”) -+ H,(P) 
is an E(A)-module homomorphism with (k6) HA(j?a) = k idHlcP,. By 
Lemma 2.1(a), TA(k6) quasi-splits T,H,(Bcr). 
Consider the commutative diagram 
whose top-row quasi-splits. By Lemma 2.1(b), 0, is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Hence, Lemma 2.2 can be applied toobtain that /Icr quasi-splits. Conse- 
quently, thesame holds for 01. 
To show (ii), let M be a finitely related right E(A)-module whose 
projective dimension is at most 1. Choose an exact sequence 
0 + P 4 F J% M -+ 0 in which P and F are finitely generated, projective 
right E(A)-modules. The map u induces the exact sequence 
O+Q@,P p@a*Q@zF Q’s’P+Q@zM+Oofright QE(A)-modulesin 
which QOz P and Q 0, F are finitely generated an projective. By (a) and 
[Ba, Theorem 5.4 J, Q 0, M is a projective QE(A)-module. There is a 
&E(A)-module homomorphism 6:Q 0, F + Q 0, P which splits Q @ cc 
Since F is finitely generated, there xists a non-zero integer n with 
d(F) c P. Thus, the map n6 E Hom,(,, (F, P) satisfies (n6)cr = n.id,. By 
Lemma 2.1(a), T,(n6) TA(c() = n .idTAcP). 
Consider the induced exact sequence 0 = TorbA)(F, A) -+ 
Tor&,,(M, A)A T,(P)- T,(F). If x~Tor;(~)(M, A) then we have 
the quations 0= T,(nS) TA(a) d(x)=nd(x). Hence imA is a torsion sub- 
group of T,(P). On the other hand, since P is linitely generated projective, 
T,(P) is A-projective and torsion-free. Consequently imA = 0. Since A is 
one-to-one, we obtain TorL,,,(M, A) = 0. 
(b)*(a): By [Ba, Theorem 5.41, it suffices to how that a finitely 
related right &E(A)-module M, which as projective d m nsion atmost 1, 
is projective. We choose a finitely generated free QE(A)-module F such that 
Mr F/U for some submodule U of F. Since U has to be finitely generated 
and projective by Shanuell’s Lemma, we can find finitely generated, projec- 
tive QE(A)-modules V and F’ such that U@ V and F@ V@ F’ are finitely 
generated an free. Because of(Fe V@ F’)/( U 0 V) g F/U@ F’ z M@ F’, 
we may assume that U and F are finitely generated free QE(A)-modules. 
We choose &E(A)-bases % and GY and U of F, respectively; and let U1 
and F, be the E(A)-submodules of U and F, respectively, whichare 
generated by X and ?!Y. Both U, and F, are finitely generated an free; and 
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U/U, and F/F, are torsion asabelian groups. We set U2 = F, n U, and 
observe that U,/U2 r ( U1, F, )lF, cFJF, is torsion asan abelian group. 
Moreover, U /U, is finitely generated as an E(A)-module. H nce, it is 
bounded as an abelian group; and there exists a non-zero integer n with 
nU, c U,. We denote nU, by P, and observe that P, is finitely generated 
and free. Inaddition, theexact sequence 0 -+ U, fP, -+ U/P, -+ U/U, + 0 
yields that U/P, is torsion asan abelian group. 
The inclusion mapi: P, + F, induces anexact sequence 
0 = To&&‘, , A) -Tor~(.,(F,lf’l~ A) 
---+TA(P1) TA(I’) T,(F,), 
in which F,/P, is a finitely related E(A)-module whose projective d m n- 
sion is at most 1. Because of (b)(ii), we have Tor&,,(F,/P,, A) =O. By 
part (i) of (b), the map 0 + TA(P1)* T,(F,) quasi-splits. Lem- 
ma 2.1(a) yields the quasi-splitting of 0 + H, TA(PI) H”T”(i)+ H, TA(F1). 
We consider the commutative diagram 
The quasi-splitting of its top row gives the quasi-splitting of the inclusion- 
map i:P1+Fl. 
Choose a non-zero integer m and an E(A)-submodule W of F, with 
F, 2 P, @ W? mF,. Applying the functor Q 0, -, we obtain Q Q, P, = U, 
observing that U and F are divisible and torsion-free as ab lian groups. 
Thus, F= U 0 (Q 0, W), and F/U is projective. 
The condition n (b.ii) of the last theorem isin particular satisfied in the 
following case: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group such that 
Q@, A is flat as an E(A)-module. Then, Tor&,,(M, A)= 0 for all finitely 
related right E(A)-modules M whose projective dimension isat most 1. 
Proof The exact sequence 0 + A + Q 0, A + T + 0 of left E(A)- 
modules, inwhich T is torsion asabelian group, induces the exact 
sequence Tor&,,(M, T)+ Tor&,,(M, A)+ Torta,(M, Q@, A) = 0. We 
choose a tinitely generated free right E(A)-module F and a finitely 
generated projective submodule U of F with MZ F/U. The induced 
sequence 0= Tor&,,(F, T) + Tor&,,(M, T)+ Tork,,,( U  T) = 0 yields 
Tor&,,(M, T)= 0. But then, TorL(,,(M, A) has to vanish too. 
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The condition on Q@z A in the last result, forinstance, holds if A is flat 
as an E(A)-module since Q@, A is the direct limit of submodules 
isomorphic to A. In addition, it isof course atisfied if QE(,4) is asemi-sim- 
ple Artinian ring. On the other hand, Faticoni and Goeters constructed a 
torsion-free group A in [FG], such that QE(,4) is semi-simple Artinian, 
but A is not flat as an E(A )-module. 
COROLLARY 2.5. A torsion-free abelian group A, whose ndomorphism 
ring has finite rank, has the Szele-property if it isstrongly indecomposable, 
E(A) is commutative, or QE(A) is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
ProoJ: Condition (a) of Theorem 2.3 holds for quasi-Frobenius ringby 
[Ba, Theorem 5.41. This condition s also satisfied if E(A) is commutative 
by [A4, Theorem 3.41. Finally, suppose A is strongly indecomposable, but 
QE(A) is not quasi-Frobenius. Then, the Jacobson-radical, 9, of QE(A) is 
non-zero, andevery proper left ideal I of QE(A) is contained in J. Thus, 
Z is annihilated by some non-zero p wer of J since QE(A) is Artinian. 
3. THE FINITE RANK CASE 
The main goal of this section isto describe thstructure of the torsion- 
free abelian groups of finite rank, which ave the Szele-property. A family 
iA 1, .“, A,} of torsion-free abelian groups satisfies th  radical condition f 
the following statements aretrue for all i,jc (1, . . n}: 
(i) R,,(A,)#O ifi#j. 
(ii) If U,, . . U, are non-zero subgroups of Ai such that 
RA,(Ai/Uj) = 0 for j= 1, . . n, then fir=, Uj # 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent for atorsion-free 
abelian group A offinite rank: 
(a) A has the Szele-property. 
(b) A has the radical-splitting property. 
(c) Whenever A.G AI;‘@ ... 0 A?, where each Ai is strongly 
indecomposable, 0 < mi <o for i = 1, . . n, and Ai L A, only if i = j, then 
(A ,, . . A,} satisfies th  radical condition. 
(d) A-;Ay’@ .e. @A?, where the A,‘s are strongly indecomposable 
groups, and {A,, .. A,} satisfies th  radical condition. 
Proof: (a) 3 (b): Consider anexact sequence 0 -+ P 7 G of torsion- 
free abelian groups uch that P is isomorphic to aquasi-summand of an 
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A-projective group of finite A-rank, and a(P) nR,(G) =0. There xist an
index-set Z and a homomorphism b:G + A’ with R,(G) =ker /I. Since the 
quasi-splitting of the monomorphism /?a: P + A’ implies the quasi-splitting 
of a, no generality is lost if we assume GE A’ for some index-set I. 
For every iE Z, let xi: A’ + A be the projection onto the ith-coordinate. 
Choose a non-zero a,~ A and i,ej such that n,a(a,,) #O. Set 
U0= ker zi,,a. Suppose we have found indices i,, .. Z,EZ such that 
U,= fly=, ker(rc$a) is non-zero. Choose LI,+~ E U, and an index 
in+ 1E Z\{io , .. in} such that rci,+, a(a,+,)#O, and set U,+l=n;Jd 
ker(rc,,a). SinceA has finite rank, and UOq U, 3 ...q U, $? ... are pure 
subgroups ofA, there is m < w with U, = 0. 
Write J= {i, . . i,}, and let nJ: A’ + AJ be the projection whose kernel 
is AriJ. Since ker 7r Ja = U, = 0, we obtain that nJa: P+ AJ is a 
monomorphism, which quasi-splits by (a). But then, a quasi-splits too. 
(b)=-(c):SupposeAAAyl@ . .. AF.suchthatAi-;Ajonlyifi=j, 
and O-cm 1, . . m, c co. 
Let i,j~ (1, . . n} such that R,,(A,) = 0. There exist k< o and a 
monomorphism a:Aj + ok Ai since A has finite rank. The fact that Aj and 
ok Ai are quasi-summands of anA-projective group of finite A-rank yields 
that aquasi-splits. Consequently, Aj isa strongly indecomposable quasi- 
summand of Ok A;, and Ai is strongly indecomposable too.Hence, Ai is 
quasi-isomorphic to Aj by[F, Theorem 92.51. But this yields i =j. 
Furthermore, assume that we can lind non-zero subgroups U1, . . U, of 
Ai for some i such that R,,(A,/U,) = 0 for j= 1, . . n. If fly=, Uj= 0, then 
the map a: Ai + @y= 1 A,U, which is defined bya(x) =(x-t Uj)T=, is a 
monomorphism. Moreover, AjsA yields R,(A,/U,) = 0. By (b), the map a 
has to quasi-split. Consequently, Ai isa strongly indecomposable quasi- 
summand of @J!= iAJU,. On the other hand, since the Uis are non-zero 
pure subgroups ofAi, every strongly indecomposable quasi-summand of 
@y=, AJU, has rank less than the rank of Ai, acontradiction. This hows 
ny=, Uj#O. 
(c)*(d): This is obvious because of[F, Theorem 92.51. 
(d)*(a): Consider an exact sequence 0 + P-% F of torsion-free 
abelian groups uch that P and F are isomorphic to quasi-summands of 
A-projective groups of finite A-rank. Since AA AT’ 0 . .. 0 A? and each 
Ai is strongly indecomposable, we obtain P-P, = A;1 @ ... @A; and 
FL F, = A”,‘@ .. . @A: for some r,, .. r,,, s , .. s, -co. 
Choose a non-zero integer k and c E Hom(P, P,) and r E Hom(P,, P) 
with or = k. id,, and ro = k . id,. Furthermore, w  can find a non-zero 
integer t and maps VE Hom(F, F,) and ALE Hom(F,, F) with VP = t. id,. 
Let r’ =t( t. id,,), a quasi-isomorphism. Con ider the diagram 
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(w) 0- P, - F, 
whose vertical m ps are quasi-isomorphisms and which commutes because 
of pvaz = (t .idF) tlz = clt(t . id,,) = uz’. Its rows are xact since p and z’ are 
monomorphisms because all groups in the diagram are torsion-free. By 
Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show the quasi-splitting of vclztoensure that 
CI quasi-splits. Thus, no generality is lost if we assume P = A;1 @ . . . 0 A: 
and F=A;‘@ ... @A;. 
Weinduct on r=r,+ ... +r,. Ifr=l, then wemayassumer,=l and 
r2= . . . = rn = 0. Let rci: F-+ AT be the projection onto the ith-coordinate 
and set Uj = ker 7citl. If U, = 0, then rc,c(: A, -+ A”,1 is a monomorphism 
which quasi-splits by Corollary 2.5. Hence the same has to hold for IX. 
Now assume U, # 0. If Ui = 0 for some i 2 2, then Ai is isomorphic to a
subgroup of A j’, which implies RA,(AI) = 0, a contradiction. Because of 
Al/U, 5 A$ condition (d) implies n;= 1 Uj# 0. However, n;= 1 Uj= 
ker c1= 0, a contradiction. 
Now suppose r > 1. No generality s lost, if we assume ri > 0. Let 
D=A;l-‘@A;20 . . . @ A;. Inductively, we have FG a(D) OK for some 
subgroup K of F. This yields, a(P) G a(D) 0 H for H = a(P) n K. Since 
cr(P)/a(D) is isomorphic to Al, there is a subgroup V of Z-Z which is 
isomorphic to A, such that HG V. By the case r= 1, we obtain that V
is a quasi-summand of F. Write FL V@ E for some subgroup E of F. 
Hence, KG V@ (En K). Since F is torsion-free and a(D) @ HS a(P), we 
obtain F~~(D)@K~ci(D)@V@(EnK)~:(D)@H@(EnK)~:(P)@ 
(En K). Thus, the map c1 quasi-splits. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The following conditions areequivalent for an almost 
completely decomposable, r duced abelian group A: 
(a) A has the Szele-property. 
(b) ALA)r’@ ... @A?, where the A,‘s are subgroups of Q, which 
have pairwise incomparable types, and 0 < m 1, ,.,, m < o. 
Proof: (a) = (b): By Theorem 3.1, it is enough to show that A has finite 
rank. Suppose that A contains a quasi-summand D which is isomorphic to 
@?I<, A,, where ach A,, is a non-zero subgroup ofQ. Let n, > 1 be an 
integer with A, # n,A,. Suppose that we have constructed an escending 
chain 1< n, < . . . <n, of integers, such that Ai # niAi, and nip 1divides ni 
for i= 1, . . m. Since A, is reduced, there is a prime p of H with pA, #A,. 
Let nm+, =p.n,. 
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By (a), the monomorphism a:D + D, which is defined byQ(~~<~ uj) =
&, J J n .a. if aj E A, for i< w and uj =0 for almost all j, quasi-splits. Choose 
a non-zero integer k and a subgroup U of D with D 2 a(D) @ U? kD. 
Since D/a(D) E ej< o (A,/njAj) is anunbounded torsion group, U = 0. But 
then D/a(D) is bounded as an epimorphic image of DfkD, a contradiction. 
Thus, A has finite rank. 
(b) * (a): This is a direct onsequence of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A, and A2 be strongly indecomposable torsion-free 
abelian groups of finite rank such that E( A,) and E(A,) have no zero- 
divisors. Every group A A Al 0 A7 with 0 < n, m < o has the Szele-property 
iffR,,(A2)#0 and R,,(A,)#O. 
Proof Because ofTheorem 3.1, it suffices to show that wo such groups 
A, and A2 always satisfy part (ii) of the radial condition. Let U1 and U, 
be non-zero subgroups of A, such that R,, (A, /Vi) =0 for i= 1,2. Suppose 
that U, is a proper subgroup ofA 1. There are K < o and a non-zero map 
4 E Hom(A,, A;) with U, = ker 4. Choose a projection R: A;+ A,, such 
that rc4 #0. Since A, is strongly indecomposable, nd is either nilpotent or 
a monomorphism. Thefact that E(A ,) has no zero-divisors yields that ad 
is one-to-one. Then U1 = 0 because U,c ker n& a contradiction. Thus,
U1 = A I . Consequently, U1 n U2 = U2 # 0. 
In the next section, we give an example showing that part (i) of the radi- 
cal condition alone is not sufficient for A o have the Szele-property if there 
are more than two pairwise non-quasi-isomorphic strongly indecomposable 
quasi-summands of A.
4. EXAMPLES 
We now give some examples which show the necessity of including both 
parts in the definition of the radical condition. Moreover, the Szele- 
property is put into relation with the results of [Al], [A6], [AG]. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) There exists a torsion-free g oup A of finite rank 
which does not have the Szele-property bu  admits a quasi-decomposition 
ALA’;‘@ .‘.@A; with Ai strongly indecomposable fori= 1, . . n such 
that A,, . . A, satisfy part (i) of the radical condition. 
(b) There exists a torsion-free ab lian group A of finite rank which 
does not have the Szele-property but admits a quasi-decomposition 
ALAT’Q ... @A; with Ai strongly indecomposable fori= 1, . . n such 
that Al, . . A, satisfy part (ii) ofthe radical condition. 
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Proof: Let p,, . . . p,, be primes of Z, and Z,,,,,,, Pn be the subgroup ofQ 
whose elements can be represented by fractions r/s,where r and s are 
relatively prime integers, and pi does not divide s for i= 1, . . n. 
ta) Let Pl?PZd3? and p4 be pairwise distinct primes of Z, 
and V= Qe, @Qe2 be a two-dimensional Q-vector-space. Define G1 = 
z PlrP2.P3el’ G2 = =P1,Pz.~P4e2’ and G= (G,, G2,pl-*(el +e,)ln (co). By 
[Ar, Example 2.41, G 1s a strongly indecomposable elian group with 
QE(G) =Q; and G1 and G2 are pure, fully invariant subgroups ofG. 
Since G2 is isomorphic to asubgroup ofG/G,, we obtain that p(G/G,) =
G/G, for all primes p$ {p,,p2,p4}. IfG/G, is divisible, th np4(G/GI) = 
G/G,. The pure subgroup G,of G satisfies p4G1 = G,. Hence, G= p4G. 
Consequently, p4 G2= p4G n G, = G,, which is a contradiction o 
G2 ~~Pl.PZ.P4. Thus G/G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of B, = Z,,. By 
symmetry, G/G, is isomorphic to asubgroup ofB, = H,,. 
Since G is strongly indecomposable, the monomorphism G-P G/G, @
G/G, --, B,@ B2, which is induced bythe projections G + G/G, for i= 1,2, 
does not quasi-split. Consequently, A = GOB, 0 B, does not have the 
Szele-property. Fu hermore, if weset U, = G, U, = GI, and U3 = G2, then 
RG(G/UI) =0, R,,(G/G,) = 0 and R,(G/G,) =0, but U, n U, n U3 = 
G, n G2 = 0. Thus, part (ii) of the radical condition s not satisfied or A. 
It is left to show that A satisfies part(i) of this condition: Obviously, 
RB,(B2) #O and R,,(B,) #O. Since B, does not contain a non-zero 
subgroup U with U= p4U, we obtain that G, c R,,(G) since p4G1 = G,. 
A similar argument shows G2 E Re,(G). 
If R&B,) =O, then there exists n <o such that B, is isomorphic to a
subgroup ofG”. Hence, G contains a non-zero subgroup U with p2 U = U. 
In particular, U contains a non-zero element ofthe form ae, +be, with 
aE ZP,, PZ.P3 and bE zP,. P2>P4’ since every non-zero element ofG has a non- 
zero multiple of this form. 
For each n co, we choose c,,EZ~,,~~,~~, d,,EHp,,P2,P4, s, <o and 
integers k, with ae, +be, = p;[c,e, + d,e, +k,~;“~(e, + e2)]. This yields 
the equations pya = p;[pyc, +k,] and pyb = pz[pTd, + k,]. Since 
P% + kn E &,. pz. p,’ the element pya of Zp,,p2,p3 has infinite p,-height. 
Because of p1 # p2, we obtain that a has infinite p,-height, which yields 
a = 0. The same arguments apply to show that he second equation implies 
b = 0. But this yields ael +be, = 0, a contradiction; and hence R,(B,) # 0. 
By symmetry, RG(BZ) # 0. 
(b) Let A = Z @ Z, for some prime p. By Corollary 3.3, {Z, Z,} 
satisfies part(ii), but not part (i), ofthe radical condition. 
In Corollary 4.2(a), we, in particular, givean example of a torsion-free 
abelian group of finite rank which as the Szele-property but isneither 
strongly indecomposable nor almost completely decomposable. 
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Following [A6], atorsion-free abelian group A has the finite quasi-Buer- 
splitting property ifevery exact sequence 0 + B 4 C 4 G --t 0 quasi-splits 
in which a(B) + S,(C) A C and G is isomorphic to aquasi-summand of an 
A-projective group of finite A-rank. Here S,(C) =C{a(A) 1a E Hom(A, C)} 
is the A-socle of C. 
In [A6, Corollary 3.31, weshowed that he dual result ofCorollary 3.3
holds: If A, and A, are strongly indecomposable, torsion-free abelian 
groups of finite rank whose ndomorphism rings do not have zero-divisors, 
then AI @ A2 has the finite quasi-Baer-splitting property ifand only if 
S,,(A,) is not quasi-equal to Azand S,,(A,) is not quasi-equal to A,. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (a) There exists a torsion-free ab lian group A of 
rank 3 which has the Szele-property, but not the finite quasi-Baer-splitting 
property. 
(b) There xists a torsion-free ab lian group A of rank 3which as the 
finite quasi-Baer-splitting property, but not the Szele-property. 
(c) There xists a torsion-free g oup A of rank 3which as the Szele- 
property, but QE(A) contains a proper left ideal Z whose right annihilator is 
zero. 
In either case, A can be chosen in such a way that QE(A) 2 (g l). 
Proof We use the notation ofthe proof of Theorem 4.1(a). 
(a, c) Let A = GO B1. As we have seen, {G, B,} satisfies part(i) of 
the radical condition, a dQE(G) = Q = QE(B1). By Corollary 3.3, A has 
the Szele-property. Since G/G, is isomorphic to asubgroup ofB, and both 
B, and G/G, have torsion-free rank 1, we have So(B,) =B1. There conse- 
quently exists anexact sequence @I G + B, + 0 for some index-set I. Its 
quasi-splitting would yield Ro(Bt) =0, a contradiction to what has been 
shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1(a). Thus, A does not have the finite 
quasi-Baer-splitting roperty. 
In addition, Hom(B,, G) = 0, since RG(BI) is a non-zero pure sub- 
group of B, by Theorem 4.1(a). Because of G1 s R,,(G), the group 
Hom(G, B,) z Hom(G/G,, B ) has rank 1. Hence, 
E(A)= E(G) 
0 
Hom(G, B,) E(4) > 
implies QE(A) r (8 z). 
Finally, etZ= (g i), aproper left ideal of QE(A). Suppose (g 8) E ($ g) 
satisfies (z i)(; z) =0 for all x, y E Q. 
Then, ax + by = 0 and cy = 0 for all x, y E Q. Choosing x = 0 and y = 1 
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yields b =c = 0, while x = 1 and y = 0 gives a = 0. Hence, I has a zero right 
annihilator. 
(b) Let H= ~pl.pz.p3~ and set A= G @ H. For every 4E Hom(G, H), 
we have 4(G,) =0 because ofpZG, = G,. Moreover, let U be the pure sub- 
group of G generated by e, + e2. Since p, U = U, we obtain 4(U) =0. 
However, G has rank 2; and U n G, = 0 yields Hom( G, H) = 0. 
Suppose S,(G) has rank 2. Then G equals (S,(G)),, the H-purification 
of S,(G) in G, and is p,-divisible since p4H = H gives p4S,(G) = S,(G). 
But this yields p4G2 = G,, which is not possible. Thus, S,(G) has rank 1, 
and the same holds for Hom(H, G). Consequently, 
E(A)2 E(H) 0
Hom(H, G) E(G) 
and 
Furthermore, we have shown that S,(G) is not quasi-equal to G, and 
S,(H) =O. By [A6, Corollary 3.31, A has the finite quasi-Baer-splitting 
property since QE(A) = Q = QE(H). On the other hand HZ G, c G implies 
that A does not have the Szele-property by Theorem 3.1, since G is strongly 
indecomposable, and H is not quasi-isomorphic to G. 
However, the situation s quite different from that of Corollary 4.2, if A
is a torsion-free groupof rank 2: 
THEOREM 4.3. The following conditions areequivalent fora torsion-free 
abelian group A of rank 2: 
(a) Every proper left ideal of QE(A) has a non-zero ight annihilator. 
(b) A has the Szele-property. 
(c) A has the finite quasi-Baer-splitting property. 
(d) A is not isomorphic toa completely decomposable group of the 
form B 0 C, where B, C c Q and type B < type C. 
Proof: The equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) follows from Theorem 3.1 
and [Ar, Sect. 31, the quivalence of (c) and (d) from [A6, Corollary 3.31 
and [Ar, Sect. 31. 
Furthermore, the rank condition of Theorem 3.1 cannot be omitted in
general: 
EXAMPLE 4.4. By [F, Theorem llO.l], we can find acountable torsion- 
free group A with E(A) z Z[X] which is flat as an E(A)-module by [A& 
Theorem 2.81. Since QE(A) 2 Q[X] is a principal ideal domain which is 
not a field, A does not have the Szele-property by Theorem 2.3. On the 
other hand, A is strongly indecomposable. 
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In the next result ofthis ection, we address the question raised bythe 
referee of [AG] in conjunction with [AG, Example 3.41. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. There xists a torsion-free abelian group A of finite rank, 
which as the dual-Baer-splitting and he radical-splitting property but 
admits a pure exact sequence 0 --, A 4 G with a(A) nR,(G) =0 which 
does not split. 
ProojI Let R = Z, f 2iZ, be a subring ofthe complex-numbers where 
i2 = - 1. By [A5, Theorem 2.81 and [F, Theorem 110.21, there xists a 
torsion-free group A of rank 4 with E(A)a R which is flat as a left 
E(A)-module. Theorem 3.1 of [AG] and Theorem 3.1 of this paper yield 
that A has the dual-Baer-splitting and he radical-splitting property. On the 
other hand, there exists a pure-exact sequence 0 + A -% G of torsion-free 
abelian groups which satisfies a(A)nR,(G) =0 but does not split by[AG, 
Example 3.41. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. There xists a torsion-free abelian group A which as the 
dual-Baer-splitting property, butnot the Szele-property. 
Proof. Let A= QpeP Z,, where P is the set of primes of Z, and Z, 
denotes the localization of Z at the prime p of Z. By [AG, Example 2.71, 
the group A has the dual-Baer-splitting property. On the other hand, 
Corollary 3.2shows that A cannot have the Szele-property. 
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